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Adam Smith’s masterpiece, first published in 1776, is the foundation of modern economic thought and remains the single most
important account of the rise of, and the principles behind, modern capitalism. Written in clear and incisive prose, The Wealth of
Nations articulates the concepts indispensable to an understanding of contemporary society; and Robert Reich’s Introduction both
clarifies Smith’s analyses and illuminates his overall relevance to the world in which we live. As Reich writes, “Smith’s mind
ranged over issues as fresh and topical today as they were in the late eighteenth century—jobs, wages, politics, government, trade,
education, business, and ethics.” Introduction by Robert Reich • Commentary by R. H. Campbell and A. S. Skinner • Includes a
Modern Library Reading Group Guide
The emerging world was poor and illiterate just forty years ago. Today, over 70 per cent of the world’s middle class resides in the
erstwhile poor countries; world income inequality is down to levels last observed in 1870; and there has been a large reduction in
absolute poverty. What accounts for such rapid development and catch-up? Distinguished economist Surjit S. Bhalla’s The New
Wealth of Nations offers a short answer—the spread of education. The very large increase in college graduates in the non-Western
world, the growing educational achievements of women, and the radical change in gender roles is critical to the understanding of
current-day mega-trends. Indeed, this unprecedented development—which creates competition globally and lowers employment
costs—is also why world inflation has been low, and declining, for nearly twenty years. Here is a book that breaks new ground.
Besides identifying the fallacies in anti-globalization rhetoric—voiced by Brexit and Trump supporters—it points out a major lacuna in
current attempts to measure wealth inequality. Through a series of compelling arguments, anecdotes, studies, calculations, tables,
and charts, Bhalla emphatically reminds us that education is the new wealth, and is, in fact, currently of a greater magnitude than
financial wealth, and much more equally distributed. Even while acknowledging the giant strides made by the developing world,
The New Wealth of Nations investigates the downsides to the explosion of education and technology, and why countries, rich and
emerging, will have to explore options like basic income and negative income tax, so that a new welfare order, appropriate for the
changed—and changing—21st century can emerge. * Surjit S. Bhalla has been recently appointed as a member of PM Modi’s
Economic Advisory Council, and his new work is a ground-breaking achievement that argues for a new welfare order across
nations which is better suited for the constantly transforming time we live in. * Through a series of compelling arguments,
anecdotes, studies, calculations, tables, and charts, noted economist Surjit S. Bhalla establishes in his latest book that education
is the new wealth of nations. * This book offers insights into the definitions of the poor, the middle class, and the rich, while relating
each of these to advances in schooling attainment. It explores the economic reasons behind the political success of globalization
in the Western world till the early 2000s, and now its fall from grace in these same countries as notably evidenced by Brexit and
the rise of Donald Trump. * Releasing for authors UK visit in February 2018.
The Wealth of Nations offers one of the first collected descriptions of what builds nations' wealth, and is a fundamental work in
classical economics. Smith explores such broad topics as the division of labour, productivity, and free markets.
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the
original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1902 edition. Excerpt: ...level with those in the
neighborhood of the town. They are upon that account the greatest of all improvements. They encourage the cultivation of the
remote, which must always be the most extensive circle of the country. They are advantageous to the town, by breaking down the
monopoly of the country in its neighborhood. They are advantageous even to that part of the country. Though they introduce some
rival commodities into the old market, they open many new markets to its produce. Monopoly, besides, is a great enemy to good
management, which can never be universally established but in consequence of that free and universal competition which forces
everybody to have recourse to it for the sake of self-defence. It is not more than fifty years ago that some of the counties in the
neighborhood of London petitioned the Parliament against the extension of the turnpike roads into the remoter counties. Those
remoter counties, they pretended, from the cheapness of labor, would be able to sell their grass and corn cheaper in the London
market than themselves, and would thereby reduce their rents, and ruin their cultivation. Their rents, however, have risen, and
their cultivation has been improved since that time. A cornfield of moderate fertility produces a much greater quantity of food for
man, than the best pasture of equal extent. Though its cultivation requires much more labor, yet the surplus which remains after
replacing the seed and maintaining all that labor is likewise much greater. If a pound of butcher's meat, therefore was never
supposed to be worth more than a pound of bread, this greater surplus would everywhere be of greater value, and constitute a
greater fund both for the profit of the farmer and the rent of the landlord. It seems...
The Wealth of Nations is a clearly written account of economics at the dawn of the Industrial Revolution. The work was a landmark
work in the history and economics as it was comprehensive and an accurate characterization of the economic mechanisms at
work in modern economics. Smith believed in a Meritocracy. Smith emphasized the advancement that one could take based on
their will to better themselves. This is simply one of the most important books ever written on the subject of economics. All five
books are included here.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To
ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOK ON MODERN ECONOMICS The Wealth of Nations is an economics book like no other. First
published in 1776, Adam Smith's groundbreaking theories provide a recipe for national prosperity that has not been bettered since.
It assumes no prior knowledge of its subject, and over 200 years on, still provides valuable lessons on the fundamentals of
economics. This keepsake edition is a selected abridgement of all five books, and includes an Introduction by Tom Butler-Bowdon,
drawing out lessons for the contemporary reader, a Foreword from Eamonn Butler, Director of the Adam Smith Institute, and a
Preface from Dr. Razeen Sally of the London School of Economics.
"Learned, iconoclastic and exciting...Jacobs' diagnosis of the decay of cities in an increasingly integrated world economy is on the
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mark."—New York Times Book Review "Jacobs' book is inspired, idiosyncratic and personal...It is written with verve and humor; for
a work of embattled theory, it is wonderfully concrete, and its leaps are breathtaking."—Los Angeles Times "Not only
comprehensible but entertaining...Like Mrs. Jacobs' other books, it offers a concrete approach to an abstract and elusive subject.
That, all by itself, makes for an intoxicating experience."—New York Times
Smith's THE WEALTH OF NATIONS was the first comprehensive treatment of political economy. Originally delivered in the form of lectures
at Glasgow, the book's publication in 1776 co-incided with America's Declaration of Independence. These volumes include Smith's
assessment of the mercantile system, his advocacy of the freedom of commerce and industry, and his famous prophecy that "America will be
one of the foremost nations of the world".
Adam Smith (1723–1790) is famous around the world as the founding father of economics, and his ideas are regularly quoted and invoked by
politicians, business leaders, economists, and philosophers. However, considering his fame, few people have actually read the whole of his
magnum opus The Wealth of Nations – the first book to describe and lay out many of the concepts that are crucial to modern economic
thinking. The Routledge Guidebook to Smith’s Wealth of Nations provides an accessible, clear, and concise introduction to the arguments of
this most notorious and influential of economic texts. The Guidebook examines: the historical context of Smith’s though and the background
to this seminal work the key arguments and ideas developed throughout The Wealth of Nations the enduring legacy of Smith’s work The
Routledge Guidebook to Smith’s Wealth of Nations is essential reading for students of philosophy, economics, politics, and sociology who
are approaching Smith’s work for the first time.
"What The Double Helix did for biology, David Warsh's Knowledge and the Wealth of Nations does for economics." —Boston Globe A
stimulating and inviting tour of modern economics centered on the story of one of its most important breakthroughs. In 1980, the twenty-fouryear-old graduate student Paul Romer tackled one of the oldest puzzles in economics. Eight years later he solved it. This book tells the story
of what has come to be called the new growth theory: the paradox identified by Adam Smith more than two hundred years earlier, its
disappearance and occasional resurfacing in the nineteenth century, the development of new technical tools in the twentieth century, and
finally the student who could see further than his teachers. Fascinating in its own right, new growth theory helps to explain dominant firstmover firms like IBM or Microsoft, underscores the value of intellectual property, and provides essential advice to those concerned with the
expansion of the economy. Like James Gleick's Chaos or Brian Greene's The Elegant Universe, this revealing book takes us to the frontlines
of scientific research; not since Robert Heilbroner's classic work The Worldly Philosophers have we had as attractive a glimpse of the
essential science of economics.
The #1 New York Times–bestselling political humorist reads Adam Smith’s classic economic treatise—so you don’t have to. Recognized
almost instantly on its publication in 1776 as the fundamental work of economics, The Wealth of Nations was also recognized as really long.
The original edition totaled over nine hundred pages in two volumes—including the blockbuster sixty-seven-page “Digression concerning the
Variations in the Value of Silver during the Course of the Four last Centuries,” which, to those uninterested in the historiography of currency
supply, is like reading Modern Maturity in Urdu. Although daunting, Adam Smith’s tome is still essential to understanding such current hot
topics as outsourcing, trade imbalances, and Angelina Jolie. In this witty, approachable, and insightful examination of Smith and his
groundbreaking work, P. J. O’Rourke puts his trademark wit to good use, and shows us why Smith is still relevant, why what seems obvious
now was once revolutionary, and why the pursuit of self-interest is so important. “If there is anyone on the planet who can make Adam Smith
as entertaining and informative as he was prophetic, it’s P. J. O’Rourke.” —The Weekly Standard “Hilarious . . . Learning history while better
understanding the current economy—and laughing while doing it? Hard to ask for more.” —Rocky Mountain News
Countries regularly track gross domestic product (GDP) as an indicator of their economic progress, but not wealth—the assets such as
infrastructure, forests, minerals, and human capital that produce GDP. In contrast, corporations routinely report on both their income and
assets to assess their economic health and prospects for the future. Wealth accounts allow countries to take stock of their assets to monitor
the sustainability of development, an urgent concern today for all countries. The Changing Wealth of Nations 2018: Building a Sustainable
Future covers national wealth for 141 countries over 20 years (1995†“2014) as the sum of produced capital, 19 types of natural capital, net
foreign assets, and human capital overall as well as by gender and type of employment. Great progress has been made in estimating wealth
since the fi rst volume, Where Is the Wealth of Nations? Measuring Capital for the 21st Century, was published in 2006. New data
substantially improve estimates of natural capital, and, for the fi rst time, human capital is measured by using household surveys to estimate
lifetime earnings. The Changing Wealth of Nations 2018 begins with a review of global and regional trends in wealth over the past two
decades and provides examples of how wealth accounts can be used for the analysis of development patterns. Several chapters discuss the
new work on human capital and its application in development policy. The book then tackles elements of natural capital that are not yet fully
incorporated in the wealth accounts: air pollution, marine fi sheries, and ecosystems. This book targets policy makers but will engage anyone
committed to building a sustainable future for the planet.
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations vol. 2: Large PrintBy Adam Smith An account of economics at the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution, as well as a rhetorical piece written for the generally educated individual of the 18th century - advocating a free market
economy as more productive and more beneficial to society.We are delighted to publish this classic book as part of our extensive Classic
Library collection. Many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore have not been accessible to the
general public. The aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature, and our view is that this is a
significant literary work, which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast majority of titles in the
Classic Library have been scanned from the original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been meticulously hand curated
by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the
original work. We hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching experience.
An introduction to Thomas Piketty’s monumental work US Nobel Prize–winner Paul Krugman described Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the
Twenty-First Century as “perhaps the most important book of the last decade.” It has sparked major international debates, dominated
bestseller lists and generated a level of enthusiasm—as well as intense criticism—in a way no other economic or sociological work has in a
long time. Piketty has been described as a new Karl Marx and placed in the same league as the economist John Maynard Keynes. The “rock
star economist’s” underlying thesis is that inequality under capitalism has reached dramatic levels in the last few decades and continues to
grow—and that this is not by chance. A small elite is making itself richer and richer and acquiring everincreasing levels of power. Given the
sensational reception of Piketty’s not-so-easily digested 800-page study, the question as to where the hype around the book comes from
deserves to be asked. What does it get right? And what should we make of it—both of the book itself and of the criticism it has received? This
introduction lays out the argument of Piketty’s monumental work in a compact and understandable format, while also investigating the
controversies Piketty has stirred up. In addition, the two authors demonstrate the limits, contradictions and errors of the so-called Piketty
revolution.
PART I. Of the Expense of Defence. The first duty of the sovereign, that of protecting the society from the violence and invasion of other
independent societies, can be performed only by means of a military force. But the expense both of preparing this military force in time of
peace, and of employing it in time of war, is very different in the different states of society, in the different periods of improvement.
"Fascinating.... Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In this "artful, informative, and delightful" (William H. McNeill,
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New York Review of Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues that geographical and environmental factors shaped the modern
world. Societies that had had a head start in food production advanced beyond the hunter-gatherer stage, and then developed religion --as
well as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate preliterate cultures. A major
advance in our understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel chronicles the way that the modern world came to be and
stunningly dismantles racially based theories of human history. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta Kappa Award in Science, the RhonePoulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of California's Gold Medal.
Demonstrates how we can, and why we should, apply the arts in development to promote meaningful economic and social progress.
Adam Smith's masterpiece, first published in 1776, is the foundation of modern economic thought and remains the single most important
account of the rise of, and the principles behind, modern capitalism. Written in clear and incisive prose, The Wealth of Nations articulates the
concepts indispensable to an understanding of contemporary society; and Robert Reich's new Introduction for this edition both clarifies
Smith's analyses and illuminates his overall relevance to the world in which we live. As Reich writes, "Smith's mind ranged over issues as
fresh and topical today as they were in the late eighteenth century--jobs, wages, politics, government, trade, education, business, and
ethics."From the Trade Paperback edition.
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations is the magnum opus of the Scottish economist Adam Smith. It is a clearly
written account of economics at the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, as well as a rhetorical piece written for the generally educated
individual of the 18th century - advocating a free market economy as more productive and more beneficial to society. The work is credited as
a watershed in history and economics due to its comprehensive, largely accurate characterization of economic mechanisms that survive in
modern economics; and also for its effective use of rhetorical technique, including structuring the work to contrast real world examples of free
and fettered markets.
Doris Lessing's contemporary gothic horror story—centered on the birth of a baby who seems less than human—probes society's unwillingness
to recognize its own brutality.Harriet and David Lovatt, parents of four children, have created an idyll of domestic bliss in defiance of the social
trends of late 1960s England. While around them crime and unrest surge, the Lovatts are certain that their old-fashioned contentment can
protect them from the world outside—until the birth of their fifth baby. Gruesomely goblin-like in appearance, insatiably hungry, abnormally
strong and violent, Ben has nothing innocent or infant-like about him. As he grows older and more terrifying, Harriet finds she cannot love
him, David cannot bring himself to touch him, and their four older children are afraid of him. Understanding that he will never be accepted
anywhere, Harriet and David are torn between their instincts as parents and their shocked reaction to this fierce and unlovable child whose
existence shatters their belief in a benign world.
Adam Smith was a philosopher before he ever wrote about economics, yet until now there has never been a philosophical commentary on
the Wealth of Nations. Samuel Fleischacker suggests that Smith's vastly influential treatise on economics can be better understood if placed
in the light of his epistemology, philosophy of science, and moral theory. He lays out the relevance of these aspects of Smith's thought to
specific themes in the Wealth of Nations, arguing, among other things, that Smith regards social science as an extension of common sense
rather than as a discipline to be approached mathematically, that he has moral as well as pragmatic reasons for approving of capitalism, and
that he has an unusually strong belief in human equality that leads him to anticipate, if not quite endorse, the modern doctrine of distributive
justice. Fleischacker also places Smith's views in relation to the work of his contemporaries, especially his teacher Francis Hutcheson and
friend David Hume, and draws out consequences of Smith's thought for present-day political and philosophical debates. The Companion is
divided into five general sections, which can be read independently of one another. It contains an index that points to commentary on specific
passages in Wealth of Nations. Written in an approachable style befitting Smith's own clear yet finely honed rhetoric, it is intended for
professional philosophers and political economists as well as those coming to Smith for the first time.
Everyone knows the super rich are hiding tons of money and not paying near enough taxes. This common knowledge that the wealthy have
found ways around taxation by moving their assets to countries that don t tax them raises the question of how much of the world s wealth is
hidden and how. Gabriel Zucman, a prominent young French economist, has come up with novel yet effective ways of quantifying how big the
problem is, how tax havens work and are organized, and how we can begin to tackle the problem. Digging deep into the global data and
comparing it with that of individual and international institutions, "The Hidden Wealth of Nations" offers for the first time a full picture of how
this sophisticated international system works and is organized in practice. It is an invaluable glimpse at one of the most powerful forces
contributing to inequality across the globe."
Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations is regarded by many as the most important text in the history of economics. Jerry Evensky's analysis of
this landmark book walks the reader through the five 'Books' of The Wealth of Nations, analyzing Smith's terms and assumptions and how
they are developed into statements about economic processes in Book I, his representation of the dynamics of economics systems in Book II,
and his empirical case for his model in Book III. With that framework in place, Evensky examines Smith's critique of alternative models,
mercantilism and physiocracy, in Book IV, and Smith's presentation of the policy implications of his analysis presented in Book V. This guide
highlights the nexus of Smith's economics and his work on ethics and jurisprudence, and in doing so Evensky sets his examination of The
Wealth of Nations into a larger, holistic analysis of Smith's moral philosophy.

Bestselling author Riane Eisler (The Chalice and the Blade, which has sold more than 500,000 copies sold) shows that at
the root of all of society's big problems is the fact that we don't value what matters. She then presents a radical
reformulation of economics priorities focused on the home.
The book presents estimates of total wealth for nearly 120 countries, using economic theory to decompose the wealth of
a nation into its component pieces: produced capital, natural resources and human resources. The wealth estimates
provide a unique opportunity to look at economic management from a broader and comprehensive perspective. The
book's basic tenet is that economic development can be conceived as a process of portfolio management, so that
sustainability becomes an integral part of economic policy making. The rigorous analysis, presented in accessible format,
tackles issues such as g.
The history of nations is a history of haves and have-nots, and as we approach the millennium, the gap between rich and
poor countries is widening. In this engrossing and important new work, eminent historian David Landes explores the
complex, fascinating and often startling causes of the wealth and poverty of nations. The answers are found not only in
the large forces at work in economies: geography, religion, the broad swings of politics, but also in the small surprising
details. In Europe, the invention of spectacles doubled the working life of skilled craftsmen, and played a prominent role
in the creation of articulated machines, and in China, the failure to adopt the clock fundamentally hindered economic
development. The relief of poverty is vital to the survival of us all. As David Landes brilliantly shows, the key to future
success lies in understanding the lessons the past has to teach us - lessons uniquely imparted in this groundbreaking
and vital book which exemplifies narrative history at its best.
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While neo-classical analysis works well for studying impersonal exchange in markets, it fails to explain why people
conduct themselves the way they do in their personal relationships with family, neighbors, and friends. In Humanomics,
Nobel Prize-winning economist Vernon L. Smith and his long-time co-author Bart J. Wilson bring their study of economics
full circle by returning to the founder of modern economics, Adam Smith. Sometime in the last 250 years, economists lost
sight of the full range of human feeling, thinking, and knowing in everyday life. Smith and Wilson show how Adam Smith's
model of sociality can re-humanize twenty-first century economics by undergirding it with sentiments, fellow feeling, and a
sense of propriety - the stuff of which human relationships are built. Integrating insights from The Theory of Moral
Sentiments and the Wealth of Nations into contemporary empirical analysis, this book shapes economic betterment as a
science of human beings.
Adam Smith's 1776 Inquiry into The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations - more often known simply as The
Wealth of Nations - is one of the most important books in modern intellectual history. Considered one of the fundamental
works of classical economics, it is also a prime example of the enduring power of good reasoning, and the ability of
reasoning to drive critical thinking forward. Adam Smith was attempting to answer two complex questions: where does a
nation's wealth come from, and what can governments do to increase it most efficiently? At the time, perhaps the most
widely accepted theory, mercantilism, argued that a nation's wealth was literally the amount of gold and silver it held in
reserve. Smith, meanwhile, weighed the evidence and came to a different conclusion: a nation's wealth, he argued, lay in
its ability to encourage economic activity, largely without government interference. Underlying this radical redefinition was
the revolutionary concept that powered Smith's reasoning and which continues to exert a vast influence on economic
thought: the idea that markets are self-regulating. Pitting his arguments against those of his predecessors, Smith
carefully and persuasively reasoned out a strong case for free markets that reshaped government economic policies in
the 19th-century and continues to shape global prosperity today.
An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, generally referred to by its shortened title The Wealth of
Nations, is the magnum opus of the Scottish economist and moral philosopher Adam Smith. First published in 1776, the
book offers one of the world's first collected descriptions of what builds nations' wealth, and is today a fundamental work
in classical economics. By reflecting upon the economics at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the book touches
upon such broad topics as the division of labour, productivity, and free markets
The first--and still the most eloquent--expression of the economic theories of capitalism. Published in 1776, in the same
year as the Declaration of Independence, The Wealth of Nations has had a similarly significant impact on the course of
modern history. Adam Smith's celebrated defense of free market economies was written with such expressive power and
clarity that the first edition sold out in six months. While its most remarkable and enduring innovation was to see the
whole of economic life as a unified system, it is notable also as one of the Enlightenment's most eloquent testaments to
the sanctity of the individual in his relation to the state. This edition contains in one volume the most influential first four
books of Smith's masterwork.
Adam Smith's masterpiece, first published in 1776, is the foundation of modern economic thought and remains the single
most important account of the rise of, and the principles behind, modern capitalism. Written in clear and incisive prose,
The Wealth of Nations articulates the concepts indispensable to an understanding of contemporary society.
Lynn and Vanhanen argue that a significant part of the gap between rich and poor countries is due to differences in national
intelligence (national IQs). Based on an extensive survey of national IQ tests, the results of their study challenge the previous
theories of economic development and provide a new basis to evaluate the prospects of economic development throughout the
world.
Written in nontechnical terms, Big Business and the Wealth of Nations explains how the dynamics of big business have influenced
national and international economies in the twentieth century. A path-breaking study, it provides the first systematic treatment of
big business in advanced, emerging, and centrally planned economies from the late nineteenth century, when big businesses first
appeared in American and West European manufacturing, to the present. These essays, written by internationally known
historians and economists, help one to understand the essential role and functions of big businesses, past and present.
100 Best Non Fiction Books has its origins in the recent 2 year-long Observer serial which every week featured a work of non
fiction). It is also a companion volume to McCrum's very successful 100 Best Novels published by Galileo in 2015. The list of
books starts in 1611 with the King James Bible and ends in 2014 with Elizabeth Kolbert's The Sixth Extinction. And in between, on
this extraordinary voyage through the written treasures of our culture we meet Pepys' Diaries, Charles Darwin's The Origin of
Species, Stephen Hawking's A Brief History of Time and a whole host of additional works.
In this eye-opening work of economic theory, Jane Jacobs argues that it is cities—not nations—that are the drivers of wealth.
Challenging centuries of economic orthodoxy, in Cities and the Wealth of Nations the beloved author contends that healthy cities
are constantly evolving to replace imported goods with locally-produced alternatives, spurring a cycle of vibrant economic growth.
Intelligently argued and drawing on examples from around the world and across the ages, here Jacobs radically changes the way
we view our cities—and our entire economy.
An easier-to read, moderately abridged, current language version of the 1776 classic. Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations is the
great pioneering study of economic growth and performance. When first published in 1776, the factory-based Industrial Revolution
was only just getting underway. However, there had been steadily rising production and incomes in Britain, the North American
colonies, Holland and other countries since at least the late 17th century. Smith uses basic theory, observation and documentary
sources to analyze the nature and causes of economic advancement in general. The book is lengthy and wide-ranging. It
examines the contributions to production of labour, land and capital. It explains the economic importance of large buoyant markets
and industrial specialization. It also shows that national wealth does not depend on economic factors alone. For example, the
favourableness or otherwise of the political-legal environment for industry and commerce is everywhere a major influence on
national prosperity. This is a moderately abridged current language version of the book – essentially translating the work into
modern English to improve its readability and understandability. The translation is substantive but retains literalness and original
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word order and grammar as far as possible. CONTENTS: Editorial Foreword Author’s Introduction BOOK 1: INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND INCOMES Chapter 1: Industrial Specialization Chapter 2: The Origins Of Industrial
Specialization Chapter 3: The Extent Of The Market Limits Specialization Chapter 4: The Origins And Use Of Money Chapter 5:
The Real Economic And Nominal Monetary Prices Of Goods Chapter 6: Supply Prices, Production Costs And Incomes Chapter 7:
The Natural And Market Prices Of Products Chapter 8: The Wages Of Labour Chapter 9: The Profits Of Capital Chapter 10:
Wages And Profits In Different Trades Chapter 11: The Rent Of Land BOOK 2: CAPITAL – ITS NATURE, ACCUMULATION AND
USES Chapter 1: Different Types Of Capital Chapter 2: Monetary Capital Chapter 3: The Accumulation Of Capital Chapter 4:
Capital Lent At Interest Chapter 5: The Different Uses Of Capital BOOK 3: NATIONAL ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES Chapter 1: The Natural Process Of Economic Growth Chapter 2: The Discouragement Of
Agriculture In Europe After The Fall Of The Roman Empire Chapter 3: Urban Growth And Manufacturing After The Fall Of The
Roman Empire Chapter 4: The Contribution Of Urban Industry And Commerce To Rural Economies BOOK 4: POLITICALECONOMIC THEORIES AND POLICIES Chapter 1: The Mercantilist Political Economic Model Chapter 2: Restrictions On
Importing Goods Capable Of Domestic Production Chapter 3: Restrictions On Imports To Correct So-called Disadvantageous
Trade Balances Chapter 4: Tax Refunds On Exports Chapter 5: Export Subsidies Chapter 6: Treaties Of Commerce Chapter 7:
Colonies Chapter 8: The Mercantilist System – Conclusions Chapter 9: The Agricultural Political Economic Model – The Notion Of
Land As The Great Source Of National Wealth BOOK 5: GOVERNMENT FINANCES – PUBLIC EXPENDITURE, TAXATION AND
BORROWING Chapter 1: Government Expenditure Chapter 2: The Sources Of General Public Revenues Chapter 3: Public Debts
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